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To: Every Lovely Symbian,

Subject: Let’s have a heart-to-heart!

First of all, how are you doing? How do we phrase this question so you will answer it honestly?
We could talk about having lost your favorite celebrity, how you made new friends, but
they’re all stuck in your laptop screen or anything that comes to your mind when we say
“Answer it honestly”. We agree that life could be better than it is now and it is definitely
difficult to catch up with the overwhelming pressure. So, we are writing to you, an open letter,
to try and make you realize that you are part of a family that is going through this whole thing
together, with you.

We will start by acknowledging the fact that we are all very vulnerable right now. But it is
important to remember you are a new wave in the vast ocean of possibilities and that you
have the chance to become the best possible YOU. To misquote Spider-Man, “With great
vulnerability, comes great possibilities”. Time has gone so slow and yet so fast these past few
months, right? There have been times when we thought “Will this day ever end?” and now
we’re saying “IT IS 2021 IN TWO MONTHS?”. 

It’s only human that we get nervous and anxious. We are the creative ones; we are the ones
who think. If we are capable of so many negative thoughts, we are also capable of that one
positive thought which will get us through possibly any surprise life will throw our way. We
have been walking through a dark tunnel for almost a year now, no doubt, but we have one
last advice “Don’t let anything block the light at the end of this tunnel”. And remember there
have been difficult times in the past that had tried to pull you down but look at you now!
Stronger, better and just going through another trying phase of your life. 

Now that we are all a part of the Symbiosis Family, “Don’t be afraid to scrape your knees, Take
my hand and I’ll pick you up! From all of us at SymBeat, we hope this letter somehow changes
your entire life and there is a ray of sunshine everywhere you go with a rainbow on your head.
And if not.. Don't ever worry, because we got your back. 

After all, what are families for? 

Yours lovingly
All of us at SymBeat

AN OPEN LETTER

Kushagra Shukla (MBA - D)
Chandraneela Anne (MBA - QF)



ABC OF INDIA

Dhamek Stupa, built in 500 CE, is one among the 84,000 stupas
built in India by Emperor Ashoka. It is a massive dome shaped
structure at Sarnath, a few kilometers away from Varanasi. The
base of the Stupa is made of stone and brickwork is done on the
upper areas. It was built to enshrine small pieces of calcined bones
and other relics of Lord Buddha and his disciples. It is a symbol of
enlightened mind and presence. The structure itself represents a
seated Buddha meditating and striving towards enlightenment.
Buddhist pilgrims of different countries visit this place for
circumambulation of this Stupa and to offer their prayers.

The Ellora Caves, locally known as Verul Leni represents the
epitome of Indian rock-cut architecture. They were built
between the 5th and the 10th century during the rule of three
different dynasties. The 34 caves are actually structures
excavated out of the Charanandri hills. These caves are
dedicated to Hindu, Buddhist and Jain religions. Cave 16, The
Great Kailasa is the world’s largest single monolithic
excavation. The paintings and sculptures of Ellora are
considered masterpieces of religious art. In 1983, it was
declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.

Fatehpuri Sikri, the City of Victory was built in the 16th century
by Emperor Akbar. Akbar’s son Jahangir was born in the village
of Sikri in 1569 and that year Akbar began construction of a
religious compound to commemorate the Sheikh who had
predicted the birth. After Jahangir turned 2, construction of a
walled city and the imperial palace began. The city is known as
Fatehpur Sikri. It is home to other famous monuments such as
Diwan-i-Khas, Tomb of Salim Chishti, etc. The city was declared
a World Heritage site in 1986.

Dhamek Stupa

Ellora Caves

Fatehpur Sikri

Visishta YJ (MBA - BA)



For starters, it was about time that Mother Nature took a vacation to breathe and relax while we
were snoring away during the lockdown. The migratory birds came back, pollution dropped and
even cities like Delhi looked picturesque. We owed this to our planet (well, we have only one!).
Moving on, if you look at it closely, the lockdown didn’t distance us, it actually gave us an
opportunity to connect virtually and come closer. I’m sure you connected with your NRI cousin
more during the lockdown than you have in the entire 20 years or so of your existence. I agree
that we have gotten a bit chubby but I assure you, we all know at least one Amul MasterChef
India in every household (It’s Instagram after all). The haul gave us enough time to disconnect
(Virtual Jargon) from the rat race and reconnect with our long-lost hobbies.

Most of you must be wondering, “Why is this article named Finding X?”. Yin Yang tells us how
beautifully even the most contradictory opposing forces (negativity and positivity) can coexist in
the natural world. Everything from the annual seasonal cycle (summer-winter) to order and
disorder can be related back to this concept. If you see, Yin Yang also tells us that there is a
“good” in every “bad”. Relate this to life. We spent years solving complex Math questions to find
‘x’. Easy for some, cumbersome for others, this mammoth task fetched different answers for
almost everyone. Life is all about finding that “good” from complex situations. It’s tough, but if
you stay determined you will definitely find something that gives you a flush of happiness and
positivity. Thus, “good” has all the characteristics of a random variable x; It can be as small as
finding a coin on the street or as big as finding coffee in McDonalds’ coffee. It might take time to
find but you will eventually get there. Just remember, there are no wrong answers in this case.
Finding good in bad is all we need to smile through life. You’ll be okay, “Just hang in there”

I’m sure almost every one of us stopped at some point during the last few months, tired of
hearing “Mitroooon!” and “WhatsApp chats leaked!” on loop and thought to ourselves “Dude, this
year’s the worst”.Well, it’s natural for us to constantly criticize the situation and why not? 2020
brought us wonderful surprises and I’m just waiting to see what else is in store. But the fact that
we are anchoring (Yes, I do read MBA books sometimes) ourselves on the negatives is making us
miss the upside of the pandemic. So, allow me to take you through the beautiful side of 2020 that
is bound to turn that frown upside down.

Oh! Speaking of virtual setups, this batch of MBAs will be the best because only Chintu(the kid
who makes apps for breakfast) will have more hands-on experience with technology than us.
Further, it took the biggest pandemic of all time to make the most intelligent species on earth
realize that Bunty from Lifebuoy was right all along and understand the importance of sanitation.
Finally, we realized that not all superheroes wear capes as we saw doctors, vendors and even
Zomato’s delivery personnel with utmost respect.

F I N D I N G  X

 PS: I know you’re busy making a team on Dream 11, but: 
Vo mai karleta hu, aap jaake ye magazine padhlo.

Lakshya Gupta (MBA - QF)



So I sold major chunks of my portfolio and thought of investing them in a swing trading style in which I would

buy stocks for a week or two and sell them and exit my position by booking the profit.  I knew that Adani Green

has been rallying in the upper circuit since a long time, so I put a major chunk of my portfolio in it. Around 7

Lakhs. I looked at weekly top gainers as well for swing trades and current those are visible in my portfolio.  Like

I said I do not have any one strategy. Currently, this seemed to work well. In the coming two months, it might

not. So invest judiciously and responsibly. P.S: I stayed away from trying to short sell or do any day trade.....Also

I shied away from temptations like Vodafone Idea.

"Trading has always attracted me. Being a beginner, I wasn’t much aware about

how the market works until Finergy brought “Game of Trades”. I was aware

about the basics like Short Selling, stop loss etc. which helped me earn a little

gain initially. Not in favour of risking big in the initial days, I went with investing a

little in a particular stock (around a week) to understand its trend and then to

make the bigger moves. Keeping a track of business news helped me identify

the company in which to invest. One thing that I believe is don’t just invest as

per the trends rather the business you understand. I want to thank Finergy for

organizing this event and I’m sure there’s much more to learn from it in the

upcoming 2 months.

 FINERGY - GOT 2020 
One glorious month of this amazing event comes to an end. Two more to go. Participation has been amazing so

far. We thought of bringing a few thoughts of some of our top performers.

Anuj (Game changer) Khanna

"Um Sure. I don't really have a set strategy. I kept on trying different things.But

basically, initially I started with allocating all the funds in a all-weather type

portfolio with around 5 Lakhs in large cap stocks like RIL and HUL and ITC and

then 3 lakhs in mid cap stocks and the rest in small cap high growth stocks And

I started noticing how they performed. Now since the crux of this competition is

to gain the highest return I dropped this idea quickly because this idea is helpful

in long term wealth creation But here we were looking for high returns as quick

as possible. Higher return than other competitors.

The company I went for was Adani Enterprises Ltd. The share price showed a bullish trend even after the

lockdown, and the price was at the lowest of the day i.e. around ₹275. After a few days, as expected the price

went up to ₹303. As per the headlines and the overpricing of the share, it was expected to fall in the upcoming

days, so I sold the shares and started Short Selling them, which gave me a profit even when the prices

declined."

Aseem (Infinite) Kukreja

Rohan Nisale Aum Badheka



Sometimes we do not come out of the trade even after getting some profit, do not become overoptimistic. It

is just a stock, don’t get attached to it. Just buy it or sell it and take away the profits.  Since it is a 2-month

competition, avoid investing for longer periods.

Coming from non-commerce background, I decide to use GOT as a practical way to

teach myself something about the stock market. My initial strategy involved

majorly short-term gains, so I would short stocks I knew were falling in value. I would

use the profit to invest in a diverse set of stocks, comprising mostly of certain

consistently well-performing stocks and few stocks which were unstable but

showed massive returns, for instance, Varun Beverages. Even if I lost investment

in such stocks, I would lose small, but I won big. Eventually, however, I

streamlined my investments to dependable stocks, such as Reliance and thanks to

the pandemic, pharmaceutical stocks. Adani Green has been one of the most

consistent performers in my folio and currently I am looking to divert some of my

investment from RIL to certain other well-performing stocks. Don't lose hope if you

are down in the rankings. You can still turn around the tables.

 FINERGY - GOT 2020 

Aakash (Rally) Singh

"My strategy is very simple: I first try to search for the stock which looks

promising. This is the part where I spend most of the time. Once I find a stable

stock which is expected to rally, I invest my money and remain patient for the

stock to perform. I judge the stock based on the candles formed and the

volumes. If more selling pressure is getting built, I will leave my long position and

vice versa. Judgment is very important, Read the RSI indicator and the MACD

indicators properly and do not get emotionally bias about your decision. If the

stock is giving you a lot of loss, then probably come out of that trade and take a

fresh start. So, look for that one particular stock and rest all will be taken care of

itself.

 Prateek (Harvey) Gautam

"In investing, what is comfortable is rarely profitable."
-Robert Arnott



KHULJA SYMSYM

Not my marks!                                                                     -Arcot Rishab
Just a ceiling fan and my MBA dreams                                -R R Srinitha
Existing while life happens to me, also breathing in between if and when I get the
time                                                                                      -Naisargi Kothari

When you ce-real definition of soup, you wouldn't be souprised to find out that
cereal is not a soup. This is because cereal is actually a TV Series where characters
ask Rasode main Kaun tha ?                                                -Shlok Gandhi              
Time to B real, it's called C real                                             -Harsh
Cereal is surreal soup                                                           -Sneha Kakule

"Well, that didn't work!" : A memoir                                   -Aastha Joshi                   
Now that I'm dying, listen to my point too.                       -Pragya Gupta
Hold On, Let me overthink this.                                         -Renuka Kumar

You answered the form with diligence, SymBa is now reposting your intelligence!
                                      

QUESTION 1 : What's Up?

QUESTION 2: Is cereal soup? Why or Why not?

QUESTION 3: What would be the name of your memoir?

Shout out to Section A for highest participation!



KHULJA SYMSYM
From morning tea to Microsoft Teams , that's how 2020 has been!

The only thing common between Indian Journalists and WFH advices are that both are useless!

Mayo's contribution in a plate of momos > Your contribution in Group projects.

If only you had switched on your cameras once in a while!

Activity 
Ideation:

P. Prudvi Teja 
(MBA-B)



Art (Cover page & Mascot) by Sanghamitra Das (MBA - A)
Magazine designed by 

Barbie Dua (MBA - A) & Sayphali Misshra (MBA - B)

There were layers and shades, fun and escapades, a thousand destinations that I
travelled, to finally find myself unraveled!

-Barbie Dua

During this lockdown, I realized that distance (m) doesn't actually separate us (❤ )
-Chandraneela Anne

The lockdown made me realise that I'm not that different from my dog. We both are
always hungry, restless and want to go out to meet other people outside. Sigh!

-P. Prudvi Teja

"Waking up and counting my blessings." This will be my takeaway from the lockdown!
-Sayphali Misshra

During the lockdown, I realised that cleaning my room once in a while won't kill me.
-Sanghamitra Das

The lockdown made me realise that my home is just another Patanjali franchise 
store😂

- Lakshya Gupta

In this lockdown, I have learnt that cooking is not a big deal. Just follow the recipe to
the 'T' and you are sorted.
-Visishta YJ

Bojack Horseman gave me the lines - "Everyday it gets easier. But you gotta do it
eveyday, thats the hard part" while the lockdown had me living it!

-Kushagra Shukla


